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Principal’s Report
Dear Families,
Next week is CHILD SAFETY Week. Child safety is our first and foremost focus at St
James and takes into account a child’s physical and emotional safety.
One strategy we use at school to empower children to speak up and ask for help when
they are feeling unsure is the “helping hand”. Children are asked to identify 5 trusted
adults they can talk to when they feel unsafe or worried. It is always helpful to review this
with our children so that they are confident and empowered to seek support when needed.
Online safety is also a significant focus for us as parents as our children spend more time
online or begin to enter the world of social media. There are many resources to support
parents in this space, I have found the following 3 most beneficial- the eSafety
Commissioner, Common Sense Media and Susan McClean.
On Friday, students and their families are invited to join the St James AMAZING RACE! It’s a fun activity to break up the week
where students will log into different meets with staff and after answering a question or completing a task will be given a word.
Please refer to the attached invitation for details
Once all activities have been completed, the ten words that are collected will form a secret message. This might be a fun thing
to do as a family on Father’s Day.
This weekend we celebrate our amazing dads and special men in our lives. While we can’t be
together as we normally would, there will be a slideshow sent home that we hope you enjoy. This
year we celebrate St Joseph, Jesus’ father on earth. Joseph was a man of great faith, courage and
compassion. You can use this link to access a beautiful reflection of St Joseph, a timely reflection
given Father’s Day.
Together we prayHeavenly Father,
You entrusted your Son Jesus, the child of Mary, to the care of Joseph, an earthly father.
Bless all fathers as they care for their families.
Give them strength and wisdom, tenderness and patience;
support them in the work they have to do, protecting those who look to them, as we look to you for
love and salvation,
through Jesus Christ our rock and defender.
Amen.

Bec Kollaris
Principal
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COVID Health and Safety
If your child is experiencing signs or symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19), they must not attend school until their symptoms
resolve and appropriate medical advice is obtained. This includes even mild symptoms of COVID-19.








Masks are required to be worn by parents at all times when at school.
Parents are unable to come onsite due to current restrictions, communication with teaching staff is via email
or phone.
When entering the office foyer for pick up or drop off students, it is a requirement that you QR code check in.
Upon arrival at school or during the day, if your child becomes unwell, you will be contacted and required to come and
collect your child.
If student who is being tested for COVID-19 have siblings, who attend a school managed and operated by the Diocese
of Sale Catholic Education Limited (DOSCEL), then the siblings should also remain at home until a negative test result
is provided for the student awaiting test results.
Birthdays – we are happy to acknowledge and celebrate your child’s birthday in the classroom, however as previously
stated, due to COVID, children cannot bring chocolate, lollies etc. to share for their birthday.
All extra cleaning and hand hygiene that was in place last year, is still being adhered to.

Student Absences
To avoid students having UNEXPLAINED ABSENCES, Parents/Guardians are reminded to inform the School by 9.00am
via Email – office@stjamesnng.catholic.edu.au OR Phone – 5942 5404. Absences can also be marked in PAM.
Please provide the student’s name, date and reason for absence.

Late Arrivals / Early Departures
If you are dropping your child off late (after the bell has gone) or collecting him/her early you must visit the office and fill in the
Sign In / Sign Out Register. Office staff will take your child through to their class at an appropriate time to ensure minimal
disruption is made to the classrooms.

E-Safety
When it comes to online safety, the eSafety Commissioner website is here to help support parents and carers and ensure
that together, we keep children safer online.
More advice and information is available at eSafety parents.

PAM
PAM (Parent Access Module) is our new Parent to School communication Platform. PAM will provide real time access to keep
parents updated with their children’s progress, important dates and messages. Resources such as student reports, parent
notified absences, sick bay notes will all be accessed via PAM.
If you have any issues or need help with PAM please contact the school via office@stjamesnng.catholic.edu.au

St James Prayer

School Advisory Committee

Lord our Guiding Light,
Let us follow in the footsteps of St James with shell in hand
May the Spirit guide us to show love, peace and
forgiveness
Come follow me
Help us to strive to do our best in all the learning we do
We pray for wisdom with God's creation to care for all living
things
Come follow me
Help us to be a friend, like St James was to Jesus
Bless our families, friends and community
Guide our community to nurture and grow in faith
Come follow me
Amen

Committee members for 2021 are:
Rebecca Kollaris
Fr Peter Kooloos
Rob Vermeer
Gehan Dedigama
Ryan Lawlor
Tory Parker
Justine Langley
Liz Cunningham
Steph Katta
Alanna Pomeroy
Next Meeting: 14th September

Parents and Friends
Committee Members for 2021 are:
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Monday Lunches
Advisory Committee Representative

Meagan Rogers
Karen Lawlor
Emma Spoard
Donna Reilly
Justine Langley

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land on which we learn and play. We pay our respects to their Elders, past,
present and emerging. The St James Community acknowledges that we are built on the traditional land of the Bunurong people.
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2022 Enrolments Foundation to Year Six - Spread the Word
We are taking enrolments for 2022.
If you have, family or friends who may be considering St James next year please get them to contact the school as soon as
possible to avoid a potential wait list.
Enrolment forms can be collected from the office, please contact the office, office@stjamesnng.catholic.edu.au or phone
5942 5404 if you would like them sent home. We also offer School Tours by appointment.

2021 Term Dates and School Closure Days
Term Dates:
Term 3

12th

Term 4

4th

July –

17th

September

October – 17th December

Closure Days:
Friday 17th September – Professional Development Day
Monday 1st November – Professional Development Day
Thursday 16th December – Professional Development Day
Friday 17th December – Professional Development Day

Asthma Week
2.7 million of us are living with asthma (1 in 9). Asthma Australia together with the Asthma Week Collaborative is launching –
‘Air Nutrition – you are what you breathe – to educate Australians to think differently about the air we’re breathing in and to
take simple steps to reduce our intake for a healthier life.
Click on the link to take you to Asthma Australia for more information – Asthma Australia

Congratulations
Two of last year’s students Jack D and Peyton P had some amazing news this morning! They were both asked to represent
Marist Sion in the Australian Rio Tinto Science Competition, both have achieved a high distinction for being in the top 2% of
Year 7 students Australia wide.
Well done, it is great to hear past students excelling in their learning.
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Classroom News
Foundation








We have been learning about koalas. Baby koalas stay in their mum's pouch. -Zoe
We have learnt how the letters 'n' and 'g' make a /ng/ like in king. -Jack S & Jimmy
This week our word of the week is tray and we are learning that the letters 'a' and 'y' are representing the sound 'ay' Dylan
I have enjoyed learning about the koalas because they eat lots of leaves a day. -Owen
I have enjoyed learning about adding numbers together. -Ollie
In Spanish we have been learning words for mum, dad, brother and sister. -Isla
I have enjoyed labelling the parts of animals. -River

Year One – Two



I have liked doing yoga in our class meets. I have also had fun playing the money games and learning ab out
different coins and how much they are worth. By Holly.
I like doing mathematics. By Travis

Year Three – Four GB
Despite the lockdown, students in 3/4 GB have been working extremely hard in all areas of their learning. These are some of
the things we have been working on.
In Writing, we have been writing some cinquain poems. Cinquain poems work on the number of syllables per line. The
pattern goes 2 syllables for the first line, 4 syllables for the second, 6 syllables for the third, 8 syllables for the fourth and 2
syllables for the last line. - Tom
In Spanish, we have been doing an assignment. Part of the assignment is you have to write some of the parts of a
conversation you would have including greetings and telling about yourself. You tell things like your favourite colour, sport,
family and other things. - Callum
In our Integrated studies we have been learning about friction and movement. For one of the tasks you had to get a ball or
something similar and roll it on different surfaces and see how far it went. I really enjoyed it. - Harry
In Maths, we have been learning about shapes. In my group we have been learning about 3D shapes. We have tried to find
how many faces, edges and vertices they have. These are the properties of 3D shapes. Some 3D shapes are pyramids,
others are prisms. - Indigo
In Physical Education, we have been learning a bit about soccer. We had to put cones in a line and then kick around the
cones. When I did it, we did a bit of a race to see who could do it and kick a goal first. - Maddy
In reading groups, my group was focusing on cause and effect. We were trying to find the cause of a problem or the effect
that a problem had. – Scarlett
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Year Three – Four LB
In Maths, we have been revising Money. We have been revising how to make a certain amount. We have also been
learning about 2D and 3D shapes. We have been finding 3D shapes around the house and counting how many faces,
edges and vertices there are.
- Jasmine and Hugo
In Religion, we have been learning about Jesus’ disciples like Peter, James and John. We have learnt about what they do
and we compared what Jesus’ original disciples did with what we can do today as Jesus’ new disciples. If your dad was a
fisherman in Jesus’ time and you reached 13-15 years old you had the opportunity to have a teacher to help you learn
about Jesus.
- Xavier, Ruby and Antonio
This week we have been learning about limerick poems. You have to have 8 syllables in the first line, the second line, then
5 syllables in the third and fourth line and then 8 syllables in the fifth line. For it to rhyme, you follow the AABBA structure.
This means that all the lines ending in the A structure have to have the same rhyme and the lines ending in the B structure
have a different rhyme - Holly, Chloe and Matilda
In Integrated Studies, we have been learning about Forces. If you push something lightly it will move a little bit, but if you
push it hard it will go really far. We did some experiments where we had to find different ways to push different objects. We
found out if you roll a marble on different surfaces like hard or soft it changes how far it will roll. - Joshua, Indi-Rose
Year Five – Six EP
5/6EP have been getting their artistic streak on in lockdown by testing out their photography skills. They used different
lighting and played with filters and effects. Mia from Grade 6 said- "In 5/6 EP, we had photography as our art today. We
had to go outside into our backyard and take photos of different things we found. Like, if there is a flower or we have a tree
or little bush. When we took the photos, we had to take them from different angles or from close up or from far away. We
were only taking photos of nature. And after that, we are arranging them in an app called pic collage if we wanted to."
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Year Five – Six RP
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Wednesday 25 August 2021
Members of the Catholic community in Victoria,
The Catholic Dioceses of Melbourne, Ballarat, Sandhurst and Sale,
Dear brothers and sisters in Christ,
We hold the people of Afghanistan in our prayers, and express a commitment to compassionate
outreach for them throughout the world and here in Victoria.
In Victoria, we have the largest number of Afghan-born people in Australia and have two ‘world famous’
places deeply enriched by Afghan culture: Dandenong and Shepparton. Afghans hold an important
place in the hearts of Victorians, especially at this difficult time.
We recognise the pain of family separation, and are deeply concerned for those who are living in safety
in Australia while their homeland experiences such rapid and devastating changes. We know there is
deep concern from the Afghan community in Victoria for their family members and friends who remain
in Afghanistan. We join with them in this concern.
While we recognise the limitations of the role that Australia can play in the context of this international
crisis, and the complexity of the situation, we affirm that a just and compassionate response should
guide our Government’s decision making.
Our country’s involvement in the conflict should urge a just and compassionate response to the
current situation now, and our policies should be person-focused, and adapt to the fundamentally
changed situation.
Families being able to be together safely should be a priority at this time.
We hold particularly in our prayers the 5,100 Afghan refugees in the Australian community who are
separated from family and loved ones because of the danger related to their own personal situations
that required them to leave their homes and families, and by the continuing Australian Government
policy that precludes them from applying for humanitarian visas for their immediate family members to
join them in safety in Australia.
We ask that compassion and justice be the guide of Australian Government decisions going forward,
as together Catholic organisations, hospitals, parishes, schools and communities across Victoria
continue to support those in the Afghan community through this difficult time.
We commit to pray for and welcome all new arrivals from Afghanistan during the coming months, as
we remember how the Holy Family received welcome in Egypt when they sought safety.
Yours sincerely in Christ Jesus,
Most Rev Peter A Comensoli
Most Rev Paul Bird CSsR ARCHBISHOP OF MELBOURNE
BISHOP OF BALLARAT Most Rev Terence Curtin
Most
Rev
Shane
Mackinlay
AUXILIARY BISHOP OF MELBOURNE BISHOP OF SANDHURST
Most Rev Martin Ashe Most Rev Gregory Bennet AUXILIARY BISHOP OF MELBOURNE BISHOP OF
SALE
Most Rev Anthony Ireland
AUXILIARY BISHOP OF MELBOURNE
Media enquiries to: Annie Carrett: 0439 600 233 | annie.carrett@cam.org.au
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In praise of fathers: the place of the modern dad
Fatherhood has been transformed from the breadwinner and disciplinarian role of the past to a far more complex framework.
Here’s how:
Diversity rules
A look at different cultures even within our shores shows there’s no one 'right way' to be a dad. Fathers have a strong
biological urge to ensure their children’s survival, which drives dads to be protective, some to have high expectations and
others to promote self-sufficiency. Fathers may differ in how they parent, but ultimately, we all belong to the same valued
club. Fathers almost universally want what's best for their child.
Recognising dads
Being a dad is not given the same attention as motherhood. The parenting advice industry is often skewed toward mothers as
the direct or primary carers. The lack of recognition can also at times be seen in the mental health field. It’s now recognised
that men experience heightened anxiety at all stages of fatherhood, however, most simply suffer in silence because ‘that’s
what men do.’ The recent advances in mental health promotion still have some way to go when it comes to fathers.
Playtime is crucial
Fathers have long been seen as the kings of play. Science now shows that play is a critical part of the fathering toolkit.
Whether it’s engaging in rough and tumble play with toddlers, sharing pizza night with primary-school kids or laughing with
teens over the latest cat video, dads bond best with their children through play. Oxytocin, the bonding chemical that promotes
strong relationships is released most intensely for men when playing with kids. On the other hand, oxytocin spikes for women
are prompted by affectionate activities such as stroking, cuddling and talking softly to kids. Activity is at the heart of effective
fathering as it's through play that many men do their best fathering work.
Part of team parent
‘I wish my partner raised children like me’ is a common parent comment. While usually uttered out of sheer frustration this
comment misses the point that evolution dislikes duplication. Put simply, if one parent is the disciplinarian the family doesn’t
need another. Better for the other parent to focus on nurturing, teaching or arranging daily timetables. In busy families it’s
better to ensure all the parenting bases are covered rather than duplicating roles and leaving out important functions. Working
together as one part of a team will ensure that most of the needs of a child are met. Alternatively, if you are parenting a child
on your own stay connected with other families and reach out for assistance when required.
The school of dad
Traditionally, fathers have been heavily linked with children’s learning, but not necessarily of an academic kind. The
reinforcement of values, real-world problem-solving and teaching for self-sufficiency have been the usual domain of dads.
Recent studies show that dads can also positively impact their children’s academic achievement, but in different ways to
mothers. While mothers are more likely to be involved in at home learning activities such as hearing children read and
supervising homework, fathers are more likely to positively impact their children’s attitude to learning. According to American
educational researcher William Jeynes, dads focus more (than mothers) on moulding and modelling correct mindsets and
behaviours, which provide the foundation upon which children and teens can build their academic journeys. It’s this bigger
picture focus where fathers can do their best work, particularly changing boys’ attitudes to women and giving their daughters
the confidence to stand up and be heard.
Dads and kids’ development
If a father wants to positively influence children and teenagers, it’s important to ensure that their relationship is warm and
supportive. While this may be at odds with men’s natural tendency to push children’s developmental boundaries, fathers
should lean on their well defined ability to relate to their kids through play. As Australian educational leader Dr. Tim Hawkes
noted in his book “Ten conversations you should have with your son” dads who engage in banter and fun are better placed to
discuss issues of real substance with their children.
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Dads and resilience
Fathers who promote children’s self-sufficiency are well placed to develop resilience in their children. In fact, a key role for
modern fathers is to ensure, as part of team parent, that their children can confront and overcome the hardships, frustrations
and difficulties that life throws at them. This is done less by adopting tough, hard-nosed tactics, and instead allowing kids to
take physical and emotional risks in the knowledge that they can return to a warm and secure base.
Dad is a social role
With children growing up in step, adoptive, single parent and same sex families fatherhood has become less a biological and
more a social role. As society changes and assisted parenting techniques continue to advance, whoever answers to father
takes on importance in a child’s life. This is not denying the rights of a biological father, but rather acknowledges that for many
children the person who shows up whether stepfather, relative or family friend, or even a single parent doing both roles, is the
social father for a child.
In closing
As society changes the role of fathers is also shifting as well. While the place of a father in a child’s life has always been
important, there’s never been a greater need for fathers to be supported in their role and to widen our view of what it is to be a
dad.

The Nar Nar Goon/Maryknoll Cricket Club are searching for any and all players/families to
come join our local community focused cricket club! Accepting of all ages and abilities in the
most COVID safe sport available. Based at the Nar Nar Goon Recreation Reserve only a
few minutes outside of Pakenham.
Simply go to PlayCricket.com.au and search for the Nar Nar Goon – Maryknoll Cricket Club
for registrations or please contact our Junior Coordinator Siobhain on 0401 742 652 or our
President Nick on 0437 365 376 for any questions or guidance.
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